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Some Key Concepts to Help Respect Clients’ 
Complexity of both Sameness and Difference

• SPECTRA (non-binary classification), 
• the processes of FLUIDITY (change in group and 

status) 
• the impact of INTERSECTIONALITY (belonging to 

more than one marginalised group).
• SELF DECLARATION finding or creating language 

to describe one’s experiential truth and identity 
even if that requires others to change or grow 
their habitual use of language and understanding

Appreciating these Complexities Helps to Mitigate the Harm of 
Objectification, Fixation, Reductionism and  Stereotyping



How are we doing?

Some very common feelings when addressing these issues

• Confusion
• Nervousness
• Overwhelm
• Fear
• Shame
• Anger
• Defensiveness
• Powerlessness



So what can we do?

Two Models for Change

Cultural Competence

Cultural Humility 

The latter is a departure from the former but Cultural Humility helps 
develop Cultural Competence 



“Cultural competence is a set of congruent 
behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come 
together in a system, agency or among 
professionals and enable that system, 
agency or those professions to work 
effectively in cross-cultural situations.”

Cross et al 1989, Georgetown University



What Cultural Competence is NOT

• Knowing all the “correct” words and labels to talk about 
people from minorities

• Being an expert on as many different and specific 
religions/gender expressions/disabilities/racial types/cultural 
traditions as you can find

• Making “allowances” for people who you regard to be less 
fortunate and lowering expectations without further 
appropriate assessment

• Being extra nice to people who come from minorities
• Speaking “for” people who you believe cannot speak for 

themselves or are not being represented
• Giving people from minorities “special” status or treatment 

just because they belong to a minority



Principles and Practice of 
Cultural Humility

- Life Long Learning and Self 
Reflection

- Recognise and Challenge Power 
Imbalances

- Respectful Partnerships
- Institutional Accountability



Lifelong Learning and Self Reflection
• We have never “done” diversity and can never stop failing -

we can learn to more quickly accept our mistakes and seek to 
learn 

• Where we are most privileged is usually where we have the 
most to learn about the  experience of those without that 
advantage

• Learning anew with each encounter
• Time and energy commitment to get educated on issues 
• Do not give the emotional labour of your education to a 

person in a power minority – it is not their job to explain 
themselves to make you understand



Respectful Relationships
• Understanding the Presence of Past-and-Present 

Repeated Trauma and their impact in the 
Psychotherapeutic Process

• Recognising that power minorities are constantly 
making adaptations to the power majority

• Understanding that you may at times represent a power 
majority 



Break-Out Groups

How might the dynamics of Exclusion Trauma and 
Minority Stress show up in client presentations?

And how can you adjust to ameliorate the impact of these 
in the power differential?



Some Relational Principles to Help
Ameliorate Sameness and Difference Bias

• Appropriately matching body position and body distance may be all 
the more sensitive

• Openly address your differences – the client may not know it is 
allowed or safe to do so

• Be appreciatively inquisitive about differences such as time-
keeping, family hierarchies, faith

• Learn the basics of polite relationship forming in your client’s 
culture, e.g. asking about family, sharing feelings, harmonising
ideas, shared history, crazes, slang and idioms

• Enjoy researching links and information on resources for people of 
your client’s group

• Be willing to talk about your experience or lack of experience in 
working with people of that group

• Take an interest in history, arts, culture, heroes 
• Validate experiences of being treated differently, do not trivialise

its effects 
• Evolve Practice Principles to not repeat mistakes and trauma



Institutional Accountability

• Value diversity and maintain an active interest in understanding culture
• Reflect on how power dynamics play out
• Challenge prejudice
• Be aware of our own group membership and how it may affect our 

perception of the client
• Develop our understanding of how social and cultural factors impact on the 

appeal, use of services and their effectiveness for young people
• Develop awareness of attitudes to mental health and views about help 

seeking amongst different groups of young people
• Recognise which groups of people we are working with in our agencies and 

develop knowledge of relevant beliefs, practices and lifestyles
• Have a willingness to learn about our young client's cultural perspectives 

and world view
• Access support to enable better communication in relation to language 

and/or disability
• NHS Guidelines



Break Out Groups

Each individual in the group: What minority experience 
(that is not your experience) will you commit to learning 
more about? (about 5 minutes each)

Together come up with one policy to which you wish to 
commit your own psychotherapy practice and that you 
would like to see adopted in psychotherapy organisations 
and institutions.
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Baseline Training

Accessible Services

Lived Experience

Equality Legislation

Intercommunity Collaboration

A Ten Word, Five Point Policy to 
take us Forward Together

(Gawler-Wright 2016)

Drawn from an integration of UK Memorandum of Understanding 1 and 2, US 
Joint Statement, World Psychiatric Association Position Statement and the 
Utah Declaration 
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